
HEARING & EAR CARE SPECIALIST
Better hearing made simple

Jo Miller

Jo Miller is the owner of LIFESTYLE HEARING SOLUTIONS and the clinic, Hear in Hagley.

Jo Miller has over 30 years experience and actually started out wanted to be a Cardiologist but as 

soon as she had studied Medical Physics, she had a placement in Audiology and knew it was the 

only career for her.

WWith an extreme passion for customer care and client well-being, Jo makes it her life purpose to 

provide excellent and appropriate hearing care to anyone who needs it.  Jo has an experienced, 

calming and incredible approach to hearing care which has been commented on by many 

grateful patients over her many years in the profession.

“ I decided to start Lifestyle Hearing Solutions after many years of working in both the NHS “ I decided to start Lifestyle Hearing Solutions after many years of working in both the NHS 

and for trusted, national retail hearing care providers. My belief is that the customer should 

always come first. My aim is to focus on each client as an individual, consider their unique 

lifestyle and the impact their hearing loss is having on, not only them, but their family and 

friends. Everyday lives can be improved again and again through careful, well-managed 

hearing care. As an audiologist, I understand that as people, we all connect with one another 

and that is integral to every moment we share. Being able to help my clients enjoy better 

hearing and share that experience with others is simply a pleasure”hearing and share that experience with others is simply a pleasure”

Jo and the team offer the latest technology and a relaxed atmosphere to chat about your 

hearing journey over tea or coffee. Hear in Hagley is family owned and independent, offering 

bespoke solutions in a brand-new clinic with quality surroundings. The latest technology is 

available to all, with personalised, straight-forward yet sophisticated hearing solutions. ”

Jo lives every day knowing she has made a difference to people’s lives and that her patients have 

left her clinic with a smile on their face from better service and better choice all round.

Jo will continue to use her endless experience and qualifications to ensure that every client is 

treated with the upmost respect and spoken to in real life, simple language.  

If you would like to meet Jo in person, contact us today 

Contact:

Jo Miller
Hagley clinic – 01562 884400
Mobile - 07483 157011
www.lifestylehearingsolutions.co.uk
Ears@lifestylehearingsolutions.co.uk


